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About this templateEssential Question

How do I get teacher 
candidates to apply 
feedback from 
walkthroughs and 
observations in their 
classroom performance?
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About this templateAgenda:

1. Our noticings
2. The disconnect
3. Our Process
● Growth Mindset
● Emotional Intelligence
● Flight, Fight, or Freeze
4. Strategies
5. Practice/Rehearsal
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Our noticings:
We identified critical attributes of high quality feedback

❏ objective evidence specifically related to the dimension or best practice

❏ instructional rubric language

❏ impact on student learning

❏ connection to prior learning

❏ actionable next steps to improve

❏ written in student-friendly language

But . . . our high quality feedback was not making the difference that 

we were hoping for in our teacher candidates’ performances
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Where is the disconnect?

Teacher candidates 

lacked the SKILL of

 knowing how to receive feedback.
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   Strategies 
to   

Accept   
Feedback

Emotional 
Intelligence

Our process is easyOur process to teach candidates
the skill of accepting feedback

Growth 
Mindset
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   Practice/
Rehearsal



Growth 
Mindset

◉ Administered Growth 
Mindset Self Assessment

◉ Students have power to 
change thinking patterns and 
behavior
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Emotional Intelligence
◉ Candidates 

reflected on how 
feedback makes 
them feel

◉ Student’s feelings 
affect ability to 
receive feedback

◉ True Colors
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Flight, Fight, or Freeze
◉ Fight/flight/freeze is a 

stress response.

◉ Feedback may make a 
student feel embarrassed, 
disappointed, or ashamed

◉ High emotions make it 
difficult to remain poised, 
confident, and fully 
present.
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BREATHE.

Listen to understand.

Separate your emotions. 

Quiet your inner critic.

Remember, feedback is an opportunity to grow.

Strategies for Receiving Feedback



https://ictr.wisc.edu/mentoring/mentees-best-practices-for-receiving-feedback/


Responses to Feedback
In the moment:
Can you tell me more?
What could I have done differently?
How might I change my practice to improve student outcomes?
Can you explain what you mean?
What would you recommend?

Circling Back:
I was thinking about your feedback.  Can you explain why you made that 
suggestion?
I reflected on our conversation yesterday.  Can you describe what you meant 
by?



Verbal Feedback Scenario
A TC and their mentor are walking down the hall.  Their mentor says that 
he would like to discuss the lesson the TC just taught.  He identifies the 
lesson strength as classroom procedures.  Then, he shares that the lesson 
progressed too quickly.  He suggests that the TC slow down and add more 
student engagement. 

Candidate thinks:
I worked really hard on the lesson and sped up because I was concerned 
about finishing on time...  

How might the candidate be feeling?



You can also split your contentPractice
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